Singles:
2- Quiromancia
7. El beneficio de la duda

NUEVA VULCANO
PRINCIPAL PRIMERA
Tracklist:
1.Síndrome de Estocolmo
2.Quiromancia
3.El día de la Luna
4.Rima disonante
5.La venda negra
6.M.R.U.V.
7.El beneficio de la duda
8.Urgencias
9.Dinamita
10.Segundas residencias

Selling Points:
- Featuring Artur Estrada on vocals and guitar
(ex-frontman of Aina), Wenceslao Aparicio play-

There was once a band in barcelona named Aina. It was formed by 4
artistic personalities and it became the best rock band to ever appear
on this country. During the band's last days Artur, their singer and poet,
found his creative catharsis in Nueva Vulcano. What he didn't know at
the time is that concentrating on his metaphors and chords, he was creating something new; because we had never hear spanish words so well
integrated in a punk and atmospheric context like this. Noise and anger
mixed perfectly in the harmony and melodies of their open chords. A
tremendous and solid rythmn section with a bass that spits riffs and
plays with the guitar. Fierceness in the music, sourness in the voice
and pain in the lyrics. No one in Nueva Vulcano is expecting to be anything; not elegant, nor comfortable, nor mean. Nueva Vulcano are just
three persons that know how to express themselves through their
music. They've been in it for so long that they no longer expect anything
from a world that probably does not understand them. They whisper
their words not to the world but to the few people that can, or want to
understand them.

ing bass (ex guitar and singer from Shanty Rd.)
and Albert Guàrdia (drummer for The Moon
Men)
- For lovers of Superchunk, Los Planetas,
Sebadoh and Hüsker Dü.
- "Principal Primera" are the first songs written
by Artur in spainsh after Aina's split up.
- Recorded by Santi garcia in Sant Feliu de
Guixols.
- Collaboration on keyboards by Xavi Philippe
(Les Philippes).
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